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KARPET KNEES 

BACKGROUND OF INVENTION 

0001) 1. Field of Invention 
0002 The entire scope of this invention is to identify and 
rectify a current emphasis on comfort when kneeling down 
while wearing knee pads. Much attention has been paid to 
improve distribution of weight transferred from users knee 
to knee pad or made to be removable or by altering con 
figuration of the inside of knee pad to accommodate users 
knee a little differently for comfort. 
0003. This can be done by adding extra padding or gel to 
areas where the patella meets the knee pad. Many knee pads 
on the market utilize removable and replaceable inner ele 
ments Such as cushions or gel packs. This invention also 
employs the use of removable and replaceable inner ele 
ments, however the inner element being a piece of carpet 
Scrap Simply held inside the knee pad by Straps Sewn into 
corners on inside of knee pad to form triangular pockets 
makes the Source of comfort easier to obtain with little or no 
cost. Carpet Scraps are readily available to most people who 
wear knee pads on a daily basis and by Simply cutting a Scrap 
4"x5" approx. and inserting into pockets. This delivers 
instant improvement for comfort enhancement. 
0004 2. Description of Prior Art 
0005 All knee pads have the same goal, to provide 
comfort on users knees when kneeling down. Depending on 
Style, materials used in fabrication, or lack of materials used 
in fabrication are factors that dictate the level of comfort 
obtained in all knee pads on the market. Most knee pads are 
shelled with a hard plastic plate where the knee pad meets 
the floor. A shell combined with either textile type padding 
or batting, or the use of gel packs either Sewn into the knee 
pad or made to be removable and replaceable are the most 
common avenues for comfort. 

0006 Gel packs are comfortable and fit the knee by 
conforming to the users knee. However, they can rupture 
and if constructed internally in knee pad as not to be 
removable, the knee pad is ruined and the entire knee pad 
must be replaced. Rubber or a textile pad can also be 
replaced in existing knee pads. A lot of manufacturers make 
knee pads with replaceable pads or gel packS. 

0007 Total comfort for excessive use on ones knees is 
elusive but by using just a piece of carpet Scrap about 4"x5" 
and installing it inside of the knee pad with pile Side facing 
users knee and with the carpet backing facing the inside of 
knee pad, cheap additional comfort is immediately obtained. 
This avenue of comfort has been done before but none has 
been done utilizing Scrap carpet as the Source for comfort. 
0008 AS like all removable and replaceable cushions, 
they wear out. So does carpet, probably a little Sooner but 
it's easier to obtain, especially for Someone in the flooring 
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trade, where I believe most users of knee pads reside. 
Practicality would improve since no trip would be made to 
replace cushion. Simply cut a Small piece of carpet and 
insert its corners into the four triangular pockets on each 
corner of inside of knee pad. The users weight, length of 
time on knees, and Sweat would all be factorS determining 
when to change the carpet Scrap. 

SUMMARY 

0009 All this invention does is to slightly modify a set of 
cheap available knee pads to enhance comfort ability by 
using carpet as the Source for comfort. Four triangular 
pockets Sewn into inside corners of knee pads provide the 
mechanics used to contain carpet Scrap. 
0010 Description of Fig. A Rearview 

0011 1. Looking inside of knee pad. Top (thigh) and 
bottom (calf) denote position of knee pad. 

0012. 2. No other dimension other than rear view 
(looking into rear of knee pad) can describe inven 
tion So no others shown. 

DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

0013 As you can see by viewing Fig. A rear view of knee 
pad, the users patella would rest on numeral 1, right in the 
middle of the knee pad. Additional padding is Sewn into the 
rim of knee pad encompassing the entire perimeter of knee 
pad as denoted in numeral 2. Numeral 3 represents the Straps 
used to hold knee pad to users leg. 
0014. The pockets that are used to hold in a precut 4"x5" 
approx. carpet Strap denoted by dashed lines are Sewn into 
the inside of knee pad; and as Seen by two pockets opposite 
from each other in relation to line H are some what parallel 
to each other. 

0015. However, geometrical precision is not needed to 
accomplish the task of this invention. All four pockets are to 
be constructed of some reinforced 1" or 1%" strap sewn into 
the outside of the padded rim as viewed in Fig. A rear view. 
Where they are sewn is seen by viewing numeral 5, the 
outside perimeter of knee pad as not to impede insertion of 
carpet Scrap. Numeral 4 represents the hypotenuse of right 
triangle formed when Straps Sewn at opposite corners run 
ning Some what parallel with each other. It is numeral 4 that 
is left unsewn to inner knee pad as to allow passage for 
accepting a precut carpet Scrap for insertion. 

1. I claim that four triangular pockets are formed inside 
the knee pad by Sewing in reinforced Strapping parallel with 
each other as viewed from opposite corners. 

2. The hypotenuse of right angle formed (see 6.)(claims 
#1) is left unsewn to inner knee pad as to allow passage 
underneath Strap. 


